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MINERALOGICAL AND PETROGRAPHIC STUDY
OF THE GABBROID ROCKS OF MINNESOTA,

AND MORE PARTICULARLY, OF
THE PLAGIOCLASYTES.*

(Plate XX-)

(Gontinned. Bee other plates in the September Number.!

By ALUAIrDII:B N. WIJIlCIIII:LL, Butte, Mont.

CHAPTER Ill. Olivine Diabase.

The olivine diabase is entirely similar in method of occur
rence to the normal diabase; indeed the intrusive gabbro, like
the deepseated gabbro much oftener contains olivine than
not. The same columnar structure is every where found in
the olivine diabase, which occurs in the same general geo
graphical areas and in the same geological relations as the
normal diabase.

The typical sample for this chapter came from the extreme
eastern part of the area of gabbros in Minnesota; it is derived
in fact, from the extremity of Pigeon point. It probably
formed part of one of the numerous "Logan sills," of the north
coast of lake Superior, though diabase masses of other origin
are said to exist in the region of Pigeon point. The contact
area which is also found here presents intense metamorphic
phenomena, but the sample studied does not belong to the
contact zone.

In color the olivine diabase is a mottled gray always green-
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ish; besides the minerals seen in nonnal diabase green olivine
occurs, usually abundantly.

On decomposition the rock becomes darker as the olivine
alters to bowlingite, etc., and the pyrokene to hornblende;
bitotite often appears also.

Texture-Microscopically the ophitic texture is very
prominent (see plate IX, figure 2), and the order of crystalliza
tion is:

~
Apatite

Accessory
Magnetite, Allanite

~
Labradorite

Essential Oli"ine
Pyroxene

Pyrite and ilmenite also occur; they crystallized in general
at the same time as the magnetite. Finally traces of vermicu
lar quartz have been found.

The relative time of consolidation of the allanite is not well
known; it is rare and has only been found enclosed in pyroxene
and secondary minerals; it may therefore be of formation
somewhat later than indicated above. The other minerals
fonned in the order indicated with the usual exceptions due
to the fact that one period of crystallization is scarcely ever
completed before the next begins. The labradorite seems
to have crystallized almost wholly before the pyroxene, but
its relation to the olivine is not so well defined. The latter
has sometimes a rough outline nearly its own, but oftener
it molds itself around sharply defined crystals of feldspar and
sometimes it may be found in triangular areas limited by the
plagioclase crystals. Thus while in part cotemporary with
the latter the olivine is in general slightly later than the labra
dorite. The pyroxene in exceptional cases seems to be auto
morphic toward the olivine.

PRIIIIARY MINERALS. The feldspar of the olivine dia
base is a labradorite of varying basicity. Twinning is
very abundant, and in one thin section a single an
hedron shows four types, namely albite, Carlsbad, peri
cline and Baveno. This is the only case in which
the last type of twinning has been found in this rock
series. It occurs in a section of normal diabase (954) from
Birch lake. (See Plate IX, Fig. I.) The acute bisectrix
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is !If!. and the optic angle is large. The maximum equal ex
tinction in the zone perpendicular to g'(olO) exceeds 34°; the
extinction in sections perpendicular to flg varies between 33°
and 38°; while in sections perpendicular to np it varies from
57° to 59°; th~ extinction in cleavage pieces parallel to P(OOl)
is usually over 10°, varying to 15°, while parallel to g'(01O) it
varies from 23° to 29°. The feldspar therefore varies in com
position between Ab. An. and Ab, Anz.

The analysis of this feldspar by Bayley gave the following
results:

I

SiO•........•......53-73
AI,O. . . 30.39
Fe,O 1.26

CaO 10.84
Na.O.... 3.76*

Sp. Gr.
100.00

2.6QQ

1. Labradorite from olivine diabase from Pigeon point, Minn.
W. S. Bayley. Op. cit., p. 34. .

The pyroxme of the Pigeon point diabase presents certain
very exceptional peculiarities. It shows the ordinary cleavage
at 93°, parting parallel to P(ool) and more rarely parallel to
!l'(loo), twinning parallel to the same planes and high refring
ence. The color is variable, sometimes being absent, and at
other times distinct. The absorption formula is not determin
able in thin section. In mass the mineral is black; in thin
section it is greenish brown wit:! weak pleochroism:

ng c: pale green
nm = pale yellowish green
np = pink (or flesh colored)

Bayleyt found that the colorless variety gave a maximum
extinction angle in the vertical zone of only 7' 30', and had a
rather low birefringence. In sections of the olivine diabase
(1843) a pink pyroxene showing the characteristic cleavage
at 93°, and extinction bisecting the cleavage angle in trans
verse sections. alters quite readily to brown and green horn-

*By difference.
t W. S. Bayley: Op. cit., p. 36.
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bIende, and also to biotite. The refringence is very high as
in all pyroxenes.

The maximum birefringence is very near the normal pro
ducing colors as high as a clear green with:

nll- nm = .022 to .020

nm- np = .001 to .003

nll-np = .023 to .023

As indicated by these values the angle of the optic axes
is extremely small; indeed the hyperbolas of the interference
figure scarcely separate, whereas in all known pyroxenes they
should, not only promptly separate, but entirely kave the field
of the ordinary microscope. So far as known to the writer
no pyroxene* has ever been described having an optic angle
(2E) hiss than 65°, and in all the common varietiest this angle
is very constant and exceeds 100°. There exists normally a
variation of one or two degrees in the value of the angle in
common monoclinic pyroxenes; and the studies of Wiilfing,
Doelter, and others seem to show that the angle in the non
aluminous pyroxenes increases directly with the amount of
FeO. In the aluminous pyroxenes the angle varies very
slightly and no certain relation has been established. In the
sodic augites the angle increases with the amount of iron and
sodium.

Thin sections of the olivine diabase (1843) from Pigeon
point present the remarkable anomaly of a pyroxene whose
angle even in a single section is distinctly variable, and some
times becomes so small as to be nearly uniaxial. Thus in one
section an anhedron directly perpendicular to the bisectrix
gives from the measure of 2d with the axial goniometer of
Lacroix, the valuet: 2£=13° 16'. This small angle seems
to be nearly constant in the one thin section, but in others
from the same rock sample the angle varies from 2£=22° 55'
to 2E=48° 33' and 2£=49° 3', while a number of grains from

*Since this was written the writer has been informed that the same
anomaly was discovered by Prof. N. H. Winchell about a year ago,
while studying rocks from the same locality; see Vo!. V, Final Rep.
Geo!. Nat. Hist. Surv. Minn.

tThat is: augite, diopside, diallage, enstatite and hypersthene.
tAllowing for the maximum of error due to the fact that the hyper

bolas are not sharply defined, the section being very thin, the angle
2E certainly does not exceed IS°.
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those used for the chemical analysis, mounted in balsam pre
sented one grain nearly oriented, from which the measure of

. 2d gave: 2E=:::62° 24'. Thus a whole series of variations
exist in this one rock.

2E = I3Ql6J
2E 22°55'
2·E ~-" 48°33'
2E = 49°3'
2E = 62° 24'

To this series might be added two measures from the py
roxene of the gabbro rocks near Duluth, which resulted:

2E* = 56" 33'
:lEt = 61' about

And it may be added that even higher values very possibly
exist, which it has been impossibl~ to measure. At the same
time not a single instance has been found in which it was not
possible to measure the angle when the section was exactly
perpendicular to the bisectrix. It therefore seems probable
that a continuous series of values exist from the smallest ob
served to the normal value (2£=1100 about.)

The dispersion is weak with p> v about 1Ig. So far as ob
served the maximum extinction angle in the vertical zone does
not exceed 30.. Distinct twinning occurs rather uncommon
ly parallel to h1 (100). The mineral often presents a peculiar
texture, or rather two textures, which deserve mention. In
one case the large areas divide themselves between crossed
nicols into a number of irregular areas of slightly, but dis
tinctly different extinction angles. Often, but not always, a
very slight difference in color can be detected in the different
areas, one being very pale green, and the other colorless, or
pale pink. In this texture the cleavages show no perceptible
change in direction in passing from one area to another, in
dicating that crystallographically the whole anhedron belongs
to a single crystal, while optically it may be divided into half
a dozen areas, undoubtedly of slightly variable composition.

*See chapter VI, Orthoclase gabbro.
tMeasured on a section of a diabase from near Duluth, kindly

loaned the writer by Prof. A. Lacroix, of the Museum d'Histoire
Naturelle, Paris.
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This texture has been styled "zonary" by Grant*, but in the
cases observed by the writer, scarcely any zonal arrangement
can be seen, the various areas being apparently wholly irregu
lar in relative position. In the second texture, the same di
vision into areas of different orientation is t.o be observed, but
no difference of color exists. On the other hand, the cleav
ages change more or less in direction in passing from ea..::h
area into another. This texture has been called "polysomatic"
by Lawsont. The mineral appears as if it had been subjected
to severe strain at some time, which has twisted the crystal
without breaking it. At the same time the surrounding
minerals, which clearly formed before the pyroxene (ophitic
texture), show no sign of the least pressure. The explanation
which the writer would offer is that after the complete forma
tion of the labradorite crystals, and after the pyroxene had
also crysta:Iized, but was, nevertheless. still slightly plastic,
the rock suffered a strain insufficient to affe~t the labradorite.
but sufficient to deform the still plastic pyroxene. An ex
ample of such a deformed pyroxene is shown in Plate XVII,
Fig. 4; it must be repeated that the surrounding feldspar
crystals are wholly intact.

The mineral alters commonly to brown hornblende; it
sometimes alters directly to biotite; oftener it alters first to
hornblende which in turn produces biotite. It also changes
to chlorite.

This pyroxene was isolated in the following manner: the
minerals of gravity less than 3.31 were first separated out of
the powdered rock. A weak bar magnet then removed a part
of the magnetite, and afterward a strong electromagnet re
moved considerable more. The remaining powder was then
digested in warm hydrochloric acid for twelve hours, filtered,
dried, and again passed through the heavy liquid (3.3), thus
remoying all trace of olivine. Examined with the microscope
it appeared that the pyroxene was wholly unattacked, but there
still remained a very appreciable amount of an opaque black
mineral having the lustre of magnetite: since it was not at
tracted by a strong magnet nor soluble in warm hydrochloric
-----------

·U. S. Grant: The geology of Kekequabic lake: 21St Ann. Rep.
Geol. Nat. Hist. SUTV. ~rinn. 1&}3.

tAo C. Lawson: Notes on some diabase dikes in the Rainy lake re
gion: Amer. Geol. I, 1888.
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acid it must be ilmenite. These grains were mechanically
separated out with no difficulty, though the operation is trying
t6 the patience and perseverence of the operator. A qualita
tive te~t for titanium confirmed the presence of ilmenite, as it
showed much Tia. in these grains. A small part of the powder
obtained mounted in Canada balsam was sufficient to deter
mine that the same material used for the analysis showed the
peculiarly small optic angle.

The material, purified as described, gave the results in the
column I; in the second column are the results of the only
other analysis known of pyroxene from Pigeon point:

II

SiO•..............
TiO•................
AbO•.....
Fe.O•.............
FeO .
MnO ............•
MgO ............•.
CaO .
NaaO .
K.O .
H.O ..

45.0 5
439

.16
5.50

14·90
1.58

15.15
10·72

1.27

·78
.13

48.34
1.Q8
2·90
4.68

14. 15

I. Pyroxene from the olivine diabase (1843) from Pigeon point.
Minn.

II. Pink titaniferous dia1lage from the olivine diabase from Pigeon
point. Minn.; partial analysis by Dr. R. B. Riggs. (See Bayley: Bull.
109. U. S. Geol. Survey.)

The specific gravity of the pyroxene is greater than 3.316,
but only slightly; grains containing the least alteration or im
purity were thereby rendered lighter than 3.316 and thus
separated from the rest. •

The amount of titanium oxide found is very notable, but
so far as known this element has no effect on the optic angle,
titanaugite having as large an angle as ordinary augite. The
alumina was determined by difference as given, but careful
and repeated microchemical tests show no trace of alumina.
The manganese gives a good qualititative test, but is not in
important amount. The potassium is high as compared with
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the sodium found. A test, not very delicate, was made for
chromic acid, ilnd a delicate test was made for vanadic acid;
both gave negative results. The qualitative test for titanium
was, of course, very strong. The pink color is probably in
part due to this element.

The analysis then shows that the mineral is a titaniferous
diopside, possessing no very marked chemical peculiarities.
(See Plate XX, figure 10.) The abnormal optical properties,
therefore, can scarcely be attributed to the chemical composi
tion. Though pyroxelle is not among the minerals whose
optic angle is notably affected by heat, it seems to the writer
that the peculiar condition here described must be ascribed
to peculiar physical. conditions during or after the crystalliza
tion. Since the anomalous condition was first discovered
in the rocks from Pigeon point, it would be appropriate to call
pyroxene thus optically abnormal pigeonite.

The mineral has been found also in two gabbroid rocks
from near Duluth, at the other extremity of the same great
gabbro area.

Olivine is usually abundant. It sometimes forms rounded
automorphic crystals, but is often penetrated by the labradorite
crystals. The cleavages are occasionally very distinct when
alteration has set" in; oftener they are entirely Jacking.

The birefringence gives very clear colors rising often into
the second order; it is at least .034.

In the process of separating the pyroxene from this rock,
the coarse powder containing pyroxene, olivine, and a little
highly titaniferous and .wholly non-magnetic ilmenite was di
gested in hydrochloric acid at a gentle heat for several hours.
An examination with the microscope showed that the ilmen
ite and the pyroxene were not perceptibly attacked. From
the solution thus obtained the iron and magnesia were pre
cipitated:

FeD = .°522 mg.
MgO = .0534 mg.

From this the theoretical composItion of the olivine would
be:

SiOI = ~3.57

FeD = 48.74
MgD ~ 17.6<}
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The ratio of Fe to Mg is thetrefore very nearly 5:4, and
the mineral is accordingly an "hyalosiderite" remarkably rich
in iron. Qualitative tests show such slight traces of Ti0 2 that
this result may be considered sufficiently exact since the pro
portion of ilmenite attacked must have been extremely small.

Magnetite varies much in'abundance; it is usually titanifer
ous as shown by the leucoxene found by Bayley, and the titan
ite, well crystallized, and highly birefringent found by the
writer. Octahedr,,:l parting occurs uncommonly. Decompo
sition similar to that observed in the plagioclasyte occurs as
well as' the alteration to titanite. The first change is· to an
amorphous dull black substance, not at all metallic in lustre;
this is probably amorphous magnetite; to this succeeds, in the
Birch lake diabase, well crystallized pyrite with very character
istic brass-yellow reflection. Mesogenesis of biotite between
the magnetite and feldspar is quite common.

Magnetite is occasionally automorphic, but it is oftener
of very irregular shape; it is often enclosed by the pyroxene
and feldspar, and nearly as often occurs in irregular masses
filling the interstices. A peculiar pegmatitic intergrowth of
magnetite and augite occurs in the olivine gabbro from Birch
lake. (See Plate VII, Fig. 2.)

~n opaque black mineral which seems to give the blue
black metallic lustre of magnetite occurs in the olivine diabase
from Pigeon point as a minute inclusion of irregular outline
in clinochlore in which it causes a very marked pleochroic
halo, which is peculiar in showing a lighter circle inside the
darker one. (See Plate XVII, Fig. 5.) The refringence and.
apparently, the birefringence are increased by the halo.

Apatite is the only other original mineral reported by Bay
ley; it occurs in the usual colorless acicular crystals with hexa
gonal cross sections. It is strictly uniaxial and negative with
parallel extinction and negative elongation. The birefringenct:
is very weak (.004). Very minute dust-like inclusions, prob
ably magnetite, are often abundant. These are sometimes
arranged along curving planes. Liquid inclusio'ns are un
common; they sometimes contain one or more particles of
magnetite(?). Apatite often causes marked halos in brown
and green hornblende and in biotite. .

Alla/dte occurs in minute crystals, often rounded, or even

•
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irregular in outline. Good crystal outline has not been seen
in the mineral of the Pigeon point rock; in the gabbro from
Birch lake the faces m (r 10) and leI (roo) form a complete out
line in one case. (See Plate XVII, Fig. 6.)

The color and pleochroism are intense and characteristic
with:

nil = pale brown slightly greenish
nm = dark brown to opaque
np = dark yellow brown

greenish brown
dark greenish brown
greenish yellow

T~e absorption is- strong: llg > np > 11m.

The cleavages are indistinct or wanting; irregular coarse
fractures exist frequently. The refringence is very high, ex
ceeding that of all the mineralll seen surrounding it, namely
biotite, brown and green hornblende and augite. The bire
fringence is extremely variable and may vary even in a single
crystal; it has been observed as low as .007, in which case the
mineral is of a paler brown or green color and only feebly
pleochroic. In other cases the birefringence reaches .027 at
least, in which case the color and pleochroism are so intense as
to nearly mask the birefringence. The dispersion is usually
strong and prevents complete extinction. The extinction is
sensibly parallel to the elongation, usually very slight, which
is positive or negative.

Allanite produces very intense pleochroic halos in all the
colored minerals in which it has been observed; these halos
sometimes have a diameter more than twice as long as the di
ameter of the included allanite. In brown biotite it causes
intense greenish brown halos strongly pleochroic; in brown
and green hornblende it causes intense brown halos, strongly
pleochroic to pale yellow. The refringence is distinctly in
Lr~ased in these halos and in one case the birefringence is in
creased at least .003. This is in green hornblende. The halo
is usually only approximately circular; one peculiar double
halo in brown hornblende consists of two rings exactly circu
lar, the outer one being very much lighter; both are very
clearly defined. (See Plate XVII, Fig. 7.)

Pyrite occurs rarely and sparingly as a primary constituent.
Its time of crystallization was long or varied. . Indeed it
sometimes occurs in automorphic forms enclosed by augite or
labradorite, and at other times it is wholly irregular in outline
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and crystallized between other minerals. The brass-yellow
color with strong metallic lustre in reflected light is very char
acteristic. The refringence' is higher than that of augite.
Alteration to limonite has not been observed in the diabases,
but pyrite seems frequently to furnish iron for the formation
of biotite and c1inochlore.

Ilmenite seems to occur in small quantity accompanying
the much more prevalent magnetite.

Finally vermicular quartz has been found in small quantity.
and in one case primary quartz seems to occur in anhedral
form.

Inclusions. The labradorite (as well as the other
minerals) is usually quite fresh and its inclusions can be
studied to advantage. It nearly always contains the minute
black dust-like inclusions which have already been described
as occurring in the normal gabbro; they are usually less
abundant or altogether wanting about masses and grains of
magnetite. The black acicular inclusions so often found in
gabbros are often present in their usual form, and are some
times very abundant. The ilmenitic colored microplakites and
microphyllites have not been found in the diabases. The
opaque black needles are nearly always markedly lacking
about grains and masses of magnetite, as if the latter had in
crystallizing drawn to and incorporated in themselves the
elements yvhich elsewhere form these inclusions. Therefore
the needles are considered to be of the same composition as
the masses. To determine the nature of the latter the heavy
minerals were separated out of the rock powder with tetra
bromide of acetylene; from these heavy minerals the black
metallic mineral was separated out by careful mechanical
selection, grain by grain; finally these grains were carefully
examined with the microscope, and everyone containing any
foreign element was separated out. The weight of absolutely
pure mineral thus obtained was .002 gr. This amount was
fused with potassium bisulphate, and the fused mass was tested
by putting a bit in a few drops of sulphuric acid to which had
been added about .0005 gr. of morphine. A similar test was
made using hydroquinone instead of morphine. Both
methods" gave remarkably good tests for titanic acid. Re·

*The methods followed give the color reactions proposed by L.
Levy: Sur quelques reactions colorees des acides titanique, niobique,
tantalique, et stannique. C. Rendus, CUI, 1886.
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membering how small an amount of original mineral was em
ployed the per cent of titanic acid must be considerable. Never
theless the mineral is not ilmenite or, at least, is not always
ilmenite, since it occasionally shows good octahedral parting
and is strongly attracted by a rather weak bar magnet. The
mineral is, therefore, in large part at least, magnetite, rather
highly titaniferous, and it is probabl.e that the acicular in
c1usion~ are also titaniferous magnetite.

Liquid inclusions are not common in the material studied,
though they occur sparsely scattered throughout the feldspar.

The pyroxene very often shows the fine closely set parting
lines, parallel to Jzl~1(0),characteristic of diallage. It is along
these lines that 'the inclusions are most abundant, though they
are often placed at right angles to the parting direction, and
may occur when the parting is absent or only very poorly
developed. They also occur scattered haphazard throughout
the pyroxene, then having no definite orientation. These are
the inclusions characteristic of bronzite, but scarcely less com-

o mon in diallage and hypersthene. They occur as lamellce
usually lying in the planeh 1 (100); in sections perpendicular
to this plane (e. g. in sections perpendicula·r to gl(OlO) and
III (100), and in sections parallel to gl (010), they are cut at
right angles and show a narrow straight edge, looking like
acicular inclusions. In sections more or less nearly parallel
to h l (OlO), on the other hand, they show their lamellar char
acter; the lamellce, however are decidedly elongated in a direc
tien perpendicular to It Igl ( 1(0)(010), and the vertical axis,
Their outlines as seen in sections nearly parallel to hi (100)
are very irregular, showing none of the ordinary rectangular
appearance.

Besides these inclusions, opaque, black needles occur,
usually parallel with p (oor), which seem identical with those
found in the labradorite and are therefore considered to be
titaniferous magnetite. In some cases they are apparently
secondary. No other inclusions have been noted in the
pyroxene.

Original inclusions in olivine seem to be very rare; a few
liquid inclusions have been noted, and certain magnetite
crystals are apparently primary inclusions. .

The apatite occasionally contains fine grains of a black,
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opaque mineral, probably magnetite; it is quite possible that
these are of secondary origin; liquid inclusions have also been
observed, but not commonly.

The alterations of the olivine diabase have been described
by Bayley·; the results of this alteration are the same as those
produced by the alteration of the normal gabbro with the ex
ception of pectolite and the addition of titanite. These
minerals are the following:

Calcite.
Muscovite (?)
Penninite.
Clinochlore.
Hornblende.
Magnetite.

Hematite.
Pyrite.
Bowlingite.
Antigorite.
Titanite.
Biotite.

SECONDARY MINERALS. Calcite presents no unusual features;
it forms at the expense of labradorite by endogenesis. It is
easily recognized by its extreme birefringence and its uniaxial
negative character.

Muscovite is exceedingly difficult to distinguish under the
microscope from certain other minerals, especially paragonite,
margarite, pyrophyllite and talc. The measure of the optic
angle will usually distinguish it from all except paragonite:
but this measure is often impossible, especially when the
mineral occurs, as in the diabases, in the form of microscopic
scales much too small to give a satisfactory interference figure.
Nevertheless it is probable that the mineral is a muscovite
(perhaps damourite) since it is a matter of frequent observa
tion that the result of the process of sericitization, is nearly al
ways muscovite even in the basic rocks, where the process is
comparatively rare, probably from lack of potassium.

The mineral under discussion is eminently lamellar in habit,
and shows a perfect cleavage parallel to the faces of the
lamellre. It is transparent and colorless. The refringence is
always superior to that of the labradorite. The birefringence
is very strong since the thin scales show colors as high as
green of the second order. The elongation of the lamellre
is always positive, with extinction sensibly parallel.

·W. S. Bayley: Eruptive and sedimentary rocks on Pigeon point.
Minn., and their contact phenomena. U. S. Geo!. Surv. Bull. No. 109,
1893.
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The mineral occurs as an endogenetic decomposition pro
duct of labradorite.

Pemli1l1~te is lamellar in habit, with perfect cleavage. The
color is pale green with a weak pleochroism as follows:

"" ,= pale green
11m = pale green
1Ip = pale yellowish green to colorless

Absorption 11g = 11m < IIp.

The refringence is somewhat higher than that of labra
dorite, the birefringence is very weak, and often scarcely per
ceptible. Penninite is biaxial and negative in the section ex
amined, but the optic angle is very nearly 0°. The dispersion
is strong, giving the "ultra blue" and pale yellow colors on
either side of the position of the extinction, which is not com
plete.

The penninite of Pigeon point often contains pleochroic
halos. It is an alteration product, both endogenetic, and ex
ogenetic, from labradorite; and is often formed by exogenesis
from biotite, hornblende, and augite.

Clillocltlore is very similar to the preceding; it differs from
it in possessing a notable birefringence, at least .010. It pos
~esses the same color and pleochroism, but with:

"" = pale yellowish green to colorless
11m = pale green
1Ip = pale green

Absorption: ng < 1lm < 11p.

The clinochlore, in sections from Pigeon point, is positive,
with a variable, but rather small optic angle. The dispersion
is not noticeable. The elongation is negative, with extinction
sensibly parallel. In a section from Pigeon point, clinochlore
shows marked pleochroic halos, in one case about magnetite.
(See Plate XVII, Fig. 5.)

Hornblende is a common product of the alteration of the
pyroxene. It is usually compact, and scarcely ever passes
through the fibrous condition before altering to chlorite or
biotite. It shows good prismatic cleavage at an angle of about
124°; twinning is rare. The color is either brown or more
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Ylrely green, but either one may apparently be formed directly
from the pyroxene. The pleochroism is very marked with:

bottle green (bluish)
pale yellowish green
pale yellow

Halo about allanite,
ng = dark brown dark brown
nm = brown dark brown
np = brownish yellow pale yellow

Absorption "6 > "m > np.

These colors often mingle as the brown hornblende passes
into the green.

The birefringence is strong, being .030, at least, in the
brown hornblende and somewhat less in the green hornblende.
The extinction angle in sections of the vertical zone varies
from 0

0 to at least 170
•

Hornblende often contains pleochroiC' halos about in
clusions of apatite, allanite, etc. These halos are usually of
a greenish brown color, and thus the brown color is conspicu
ous in green hornblende, while the greenish tint is very evident
in brown hornblende.

Hornblende has been observed in small patches sur
rounded by labradorite, but it is believed to be secondary here
also, though it is not fibrous.

};fagnetite and pyn'te occur as secondary as well as pritpary
minerals; the latter sometimes being derived from the former.

Hematite is.decidedly uncommon; its blood red color pre
vents its being overlooked.

Bowlillgite is the commoner decomposition product of the
olivine and is always present. It has a lamellar cleavage
parallel to It 1 (JOo), and perpendicular. to the optic plane. The
color of bowlingite is variable, probably according to the state
of oxidation of the iron, from green to brown; it is always
pleochroic with:

greenish brown dark brown dark reddish brown

reddish yellow

reddish brown

yellowish
browll

hrown

ng = green

nm = yellowish brown
green

pale light
np = greenish greenish

yellow yellow

The absorption is always llg > nm > lip.

The pleochroism is very variable in intensity, and even in
distinguishable when the mineral is only feebly birefringoot.
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The birefringence is quite variable' according to the degree
of crystallinity of the mineral; the maximum, however, is at
least .025.

All conditions of crystallinity occur in bowlingite, from
the compact perfectly crystallized state through lamellar and
fibrous varieties to the earthy noncrystalline condition. The
last evidence of crystalline character to disappear is the bIre
fringence, which though feeble can be distinguished when
all other evidences of crystallization have disappeared.

The alteration of olivine to bowlingite begins along the
edges of the fractures so characteristic of the former, and
spreads inwards. It is thus exogenetic. One crystal may
alter to a single crystal of bowlingite, or it may alter to a
fibrous mass of varying orientation, or the two conditions may
be combined. In the first case the bowlingite is oriented on
the olivine so that the optic planes are mutually perpendicular
and np of olivine is parallel to 1'm of the bowlingite.

A11tigorite is the mineral of which "serpentine" is or
dinarily composed; but in the Minnesota rocks it is much less
abundant than bowlingite, which seems to be a ferriferous
mineral of the same group. Antigorite is fibrous or lamellar
in habit, never compact. It often presents a rudely radial ar
rangement of the fibers, and occurs more frequently at some
distance from the olivine grains than in them. On altering
the olivine increases in volume and hence its decomposition
products are forced into the fractures of the surrounding min
erals, especially the labradorite. The bowlingite, however,
never forms at any distance from the olivine; the microscop
ic veins running from one olivine grain to another are always
composed of antigorite. If an amygdule or cavity of any
kind occurs it is filled with antigorite; the fractures along
which the material has been brought are very distinct; they
also are filled with antigorite. This is illustrated in plate
VIII, Fig. I.

Tita1tile occurs in the Pigeon point olivine diabase. It
has apparently formed from magnetite, though the two min
erals are now slightly separated. It has a pale yellow color
without determinable pleochroism. It occurs in brown bio
tite causing an intense pleochroic halo.

Biotite is formed by mesogenesis between the magnetite
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and labradorite, and also by exogenesis of pyroxene, horn
blende, and occasionally olivine. It occurs both brown and
green, and both varieties are intensely pleochroic, with:

nil = brown reddish brown green green
nm = brown reddish brown grass green lreen slightly

rownish
np pale yellow very pale yellow brownish yellow pale green

, to colorless

The absorption is usuallynm > ng > np, but occasionally
it is sensibly llg= nm > "p. In the normal diabase (954) the
optic angle in biotite is unusually large; from the measure of
2d, 2£=26° about. Both green and brown biotite seem to
form directly from the augite; both contain pleochroic halos
about apatite, allanite and titanite.

The clwnicaJ composition is given in the first column fol
lowing. It contains a little less iron and somewhat more
magnesia than the normal diabase. The titanium is doubtless,
in part at least, contained in the magnetite.

I II
SiO 4lP8 49.88
TiO................. 1·09 1.19
AI.O 19.01 18.55
Fe.O..... .. .....89 2.06
FeO -........ 7.79 8·37
MnO .51 .09
MgO • 6·42 5-77
CaO.... 9. 12 9.70
Na.O...... 3.32 2.59
K.O.... .82 .68
H.O.... 2.06 1.04

100.21 100.21
Specific gravity 2.84 2.92

2·97

I. Olivine diabase from Pigeon point, Minnesota (d43). No ap
. preciable BaO nor SrO; P,O. not determined. By W. F. Hillebrand;

published by W. S. Bayley: op. cit., p. 37.
II. Olivine diabase from Pigeon point, Minn. Includes BaO=.02

and P.Oo=.16. By F. W. Hillebrand. ibid.
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CHAPTER IV. Plagiocla"syte.

The term "plagioclasyte" recently proposed by the French
Commission on rock nomenclature, is intended to supplant the
older name "anorthosyte" which has been the cause of so
much confusion in petrographic literature. The latter term
has obtained much currency in American geological literature
especially through the writings of Hunt, Adams, Lawson, and
Coleman, but it is open to serious objection/since it has been
confused not only with anorthite, but also with anorthoclase.*

Plagioclasytes, which occur not only in large masses in
Minnesota, but also in Canada, New York, Norway, Finland
and other countries, constitute a petrographic type of distinct
individuality, not a local freak of nature, but a normal rock
type, which is found in unvarying composition, in mountain
masses, and in widely separated areas.

The plagioclasytes of Minnesota have received various
names from the geologists who have made them a study. J.
G. Norwood twas probablythe first to definitely identify them,
and he simply termed them' "feldspar rocks." Hunt,: studying
the same rock in Canada a few years later, called it "labra
dorite rock" from its composition, or "ilOryte;'1 since it was
supposed to be the equivalent of. the original noryte from
Esmark, Norway. At the same time he proposed to call the
formation "Norian," from his new nan:re 'of the rock largely
composing it, since he considered it of sedimentary origin.
Irving,§from very questionable determinations of the feldspar,
called it "anorthite rock." Finally Lawson!1 suggested the
term "Carltonian" to designate the plagioclasytes as a forma
tion, which he separated' sharply from the other gabbros of
northeastern Minnesota.

*In the French language the tric1inic soda-potash feldspar is caned
"anorthose," with which the rock name ,is inevitably cften confused.

tReport of a Geological Survey of Wisconsin, Iowa, and Minnesota:
D. D. Owen. Philadelphia, 1852, p. 380. '

tAmer. Jour. Sci., Nov. 186<}.
§R. D. Irving, Geology of Wisconsin, III, 1880.
!IA. C. Lawson: Anorthosytes of the Minnesota Coast of Lake Superi

or, Geo!. Nat. Hist. Surv. Minn. Bull. No.8, p. 23.
~Winchel1, Van Hise, and Elftman have shown that the separation

cannot be maintained; the rocks grade insensibly one into the other.
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Adams and others have used the term anorthosyte in a very
"'ide sense, making it nearly synonymous with gabbro, noryte;
or even diabase, in different· cases. Thus Adams says:*
"Beide (i. e., coarse and fine anorthosyte along the Shipsaw
river, Canada), zeigen sehr deutlich eine ophitische oder Dia
base Structur," etc.

In this article the word plagioc1asyte is used in a more re
stricted ~ense, so as to be no longer an equivalent of gabbro,
but merely a variety of the latter just as lherzolyte is a variety
of peridotyte. Thus plagioc1asyte is a member of the family of
gabbro rocks and is related to typical gabbro in just the same
way a8 pyroxenyte·t That is by a gradual decrease of one of.
the essential constituents (feldspar) gabbro finally becomes
pyroxenyte, while by a similar gradual decrease of the other
essential constituent (pyroxene) gabbro passes into plagiocIa-.
syte. PlagiocIasyte thus stands at one end of the series of gab
bro modifications and pyroxenyteat the other. A·mixture of
plagioc1asyte and pyroxenyte in about equal proportions
would produce a typical gabbro. The analogue of plagiocla
syte in the potassic feldspar series has been calledsanidinyte.

OCCURENCE. In Minnesota, typical plagiodasyte occurs at
several points along the southern edge of the great gabbro
area, as well as further north at Bellissima lake, Little Sagana
ga lake, and elsewhere. Along the coast of lake Superior (i. e.
along the southern edge of the gabbro mass), plagiodasyte has
been reported t from ten localities, the most important being;
near Encampment island,§ Split-rock point, Beaver bay, Bap
tism river and at Carlton peak. It is from this last locality,
where typical plagioc1asyte is said to form the whole upper
part of a hill three hundred yards high, that the material for
this study has been obtained. Typical plagiodasyte is known

*Ueber das Norian oder Ober-Laurentian von Canada. F. D.
Adams: Neues Jahrb. f. Mineral. etc. Bd. VIII, p. 451. Cf. also:
Report on the geology of a portion of the Laurentian area: Geol.
Surv. Canada Ann. Rep. 1896. Vol. VIII.

t A name first proposed by T. S. Hunt for the pyroxenic masses
occurring in the great gabbro areas of Canada, but now generally used
in the sense proposed hy Ge0. H. Williams to designate a granitoid
Tock composed essentially of pyroxene, with no olivine, nor feldspar.
See Amer. Geol., July, 1890. p. 47·
. tAo C. Lawson: Anorthosytes of Minnesota Coast of Lake Supe
rior: Geol. Nat. Hist. Surv. Minn. Bull. No.8, 1893.

§See the map.
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nowhere outside of the gabbro area· in Minnesota; but it oc
curs along the northern border of the state in the Rainy Lake
region on the Canadian side of the boundary line.

In many other gabbro areas in Canada the predominant
rock is plagioclasyte. Thus it occurs in what has been
termed the "Morin" area to the north of Montreal, in the
Lakefield area, about St. Jerome, in the township of Kildare,
on the east side of the township of Cathcart, near the pont des
Dalles, near the village of St. Jean de Matha, in the township
of Brandon; a very large area occurs about the head waters
of the river Saguenay, which may be connected with the area
about the head waters of the Moisie river. It is found at sev
eral points along the coast of Labrador, notably at Paul island.
Two important plagioclasyte areas occur in New York and
northern New Jersey. Outside of America, plagioclasytes are
known to occur in large areas in Norway, where they have
been termed labrador-rock or gabbro. They are known in
several localities in the Archean regions of Russia, namely,
near Katnenoi-Brod, in the Government of Kiew, in the Gov
ernment of Cherson, near St. Petersburg, etc. Finally the)'
are reported from Egypt, where they were used in the earliest

, historic times as material for statues and monuments.
EXTERIOR CHARACTERS. The plagiodasyte of Minnesota is

remarkable for its freshness; it compares very favorably in
this respect with the plagioclasytes from southern Canada.
Labrador and Russia. The feldspar is frequently in large
granular crystals, which give bright, glassy cleavage faces on
which the twinning is usually very plain. The dull earthen
appearance of decomposed feldspar is never seen except in the
rock at the surface, which has suffered alteration from at
mospheric agencies. This form of alteration is common, but
it is nearly the only decomposition which the rock has
undergone, and it is never more than superficial. The color
of the weathered feldspar is a dull white, sometimes greenish,
but often also with a reddish tinge, due to the hematite, which
is deposited along cleavage lines and curving fracture planes
by percolating waters. This is the condition of the rock su
perficially at Carlton peak. The fresh unaltered rock does not
present the play of colors seen on the well known labradorite
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from the coast of Labrador: or, at least, the play of colors is
rare and indistinct. It is of a prevailingly gray color, varying
from light gray to dark greenish gray. In its purest state,
which is not uncommon, it is clear and glassy, and transparent
even in masses four to five centimeters thick. The remarks of
Prof. A. C. Lawson, on the structure as seen in the field, dur
ing the summer of 1893, follow:·

"Another remarkable characteristic of the rock as a forma
tion is its massiveness and lack of structural planes of any
kind, except under some abnormal circumstances. Even joint
age may be said to be entirely absent. Occasionally .the for
mation is traversed by one or more fissures locally, but these
follow no law of direction and cannot be regarded as true
jointage. There are few of the massive rocks of the lake Su
perior region so free from structural planes. There is no flow
or gneissic structure, and the rock seems nowhere to have
been subjected to forces which would tend to deform the mass,
render it schistose, or in any way induce the development of
secondary structures of a mechanical nature."

At the first glance the rock often presents the appearance
of being composed of a single mineral, a feldspar with fine
cleavage often showing very distinctly the albite twinning
striations. But a closer view will disclose the presence of
small grains of dull greenish black augite, distributed rather
evenly through the rock; usually filling the interstices be
tween the feldspar crystals,and but rarely possessing any crys
tal faces. Besides these two minerals a third is nearly always
present, in the shape of a bright, black mineral with metallic
blue-black reflections. It is magnetite.

When the rock is weathered and decomposition has set in,
it is common to see hematite appear and the rock take on a
reddish tinge, but at the same time the feldspar alters along
its cleavages, which thus become quite conspicuous, and the
division into lamellre gives a dull white appearance to the
mass. This color is also due to the fact that the feldspar is al
tering to various white minerals and especially to zeolites. In
deed. whenever amygdules are found, they are filled with ra
dial masses of these minerals, which are often tinted very

*A. C. Lawson: The anorthosytes of the Minnesota coast of lake
Superior: BulL No.8, Geo\. & Nat. Hist. Surv. Minn. 18gJ, p. 3.
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beautifully varying in regular bands, perpendicular to the
fibres, from porceiain white to bright pink, ~nd less commonly
to clear green either pale or dark. These amygdaloidal ze
olites, while composed of minerals of little hardness, are usual'
ly so interlaced as to form th~ most durable par-t of the rock,
and many may be gathered on the beach of lake Sup~rior, all
derived from the disintegratipn of plagioclasytes and similar
gabbro rocks. The finest of these pebbles have found a rea'dy
sale among the jewelers of the region, who use them for va
rious decorative purposes.

The TEXTURE of the plagioclasyte is always granitoid and
,holocryst~lline. It varies from very coarse to medium grain,
but is generally coarse. Cleavage faces of the constituent
feldspar frequently measure one to two centimeters and may'
even attain four or five. The feldspar is never porphyritic nor
ophitic, though occasionally the accompanying rare augite
shows a tendency to automorphic forms.

In thin sections the coarseness of the rock is at once appa
rent for it is not rare that one or two grains of feldspar occu
py the whole of a section. At the same time its great predom
inance is evident, as the augite only occurs as rather small
crystals surrounded by, and of earlier growth than, the feld
spar, except in the rarer cases when it occurs here and there
in small rudely triangular areas, or. in narrow lines between
the large plagioclase crystals, Indeed it may be stated in gen
eral that in Minnesota plagioclasytes a triclinic feldspar of the
labradorite series makes up from three-fourths to nine-tenths
of the rock. Samples can be found exclusively composed of
feldspar, though it is rare that more or less magnetite does not
occur. However, the normal plagioclasyte contains also more
or less 'augite, and thus passes by insensible, gradations into
an ordinary normal gabbro. Apatite also is rarely absent,
though it often occurs as only one or two small crystals. Oliv
ine very rarely occurs in ordinary plagioclasyte. Irving
claims to have seen "a few grains." Thus the .only primary
minerals observed are:

Apatite.
Magnetite.
Augite.
Labradorite.
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In general die brder of crystallization is that given above,
but it is probable that the apatite and magnetite crystallized
out of the molten mass at about the same time; they are in
such small quantity that in crystallizing they never mutually
interfered, and consequently the earlier one cannot be deter
mined. Magnetite is occasionally seen enclosed by apatite but
in such cases the iron ore is apparently always secondary and
due to percolating waters. Both are, however, very.distinctly
earlier than the great masses of the augite and labradorite ..
The relation between the magnetite and augite is rarely evi
dent as both are in small quantity, but in one case an augite
crystal molds itself about the corner of a ,well-formed magne
tite crystal, and is itself surrounded by xenomorphic feldspar.

In 2nother case, which will be described in 'detail later, it
is clear that the periods of crystallization of the magnetite and
augite were partially contemporaneous. The relation between
the augite and labradorite is somewhat variable, but in general
the pyroxene is of earlier growth; while the larger part crys
tallized before the feldspar, there remained a very noticeable
amount which did not solidify until the crystallization of the
feldspar was already well advanced. This part is seen filling in
the spaces between the labradorite anhedra. But it must be
understood that these spaces are comparatively rare, and that
in general the feldspar anhedra are limited only by other crys
tallizations of the same mineral. Thus the feldspar considered
alone forms a mass of very coarse granitic texture. A peculiar
and exceptional development of augite (shown in plateX, Fig.
I,) occurs in a section froll) Carlton peak. It is unfortunately
in a highly altered area, so that the augite is nearly separated
from· the feldspal'~ and their relations are uncertain. How
ever, it is very probable that the augite is whplly younger than
the feldspar. A rather large mass of augite of irregular shape
showing a twinning band with composition plane leI (100), is
surrounded by several small well developed crystals of augite
oriented exactly with the contiguous parts of the large mass.
Thus the crystals bordering on the twinning band are Qriented
with it, while the others are oriented with the principal mass.
The central mass is surrounded nearly everywhere by a nar
row band of magnetite which crystallized before the formation
of the satellites. On the other hand the satellites themselves
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are completely surrounded by rims of magnetite which are
certainly of later date, probably in part secondary. A large
mass of magnetite with clearly defined crystal outlines serves
to explain the occurrence. At a certain stage of its growth
the crystallizati9n of the augite crystal was seriously inter
ferred with by a crystallization of iron oxide over its surface.
This prevented the central mass from perfecting its fonn and
showing good crystal faces, but did not prevent it from con
trolling the orientation of other pyroxene elements as they
crystallized. It is interesting in this connection to note that
the magnetite rims are noticeably thicker On the side of the
augite farther from the large magnetite crystal, as if the iron
were intercepted on its way to that crystal; indeed on the small
crystals of augite next to the magnetite the rims are very nar
row or entirely lacking. This augite area is also interesting
since it shows quite clearly the decomposition of the pyroxene,
first by the appearance of the diallagic parting and then by
transformation to clinochlore, usually with accompanying sec
ondary magnetite. At the same time it shows bands of sec
ondary hematite which follow no law of direction, but propa
gate themselves irregularly through the pyroxene in a manner
very similar to the serpentinization of olivine.

PRIMARY MINERALS.

The: primary minerals of the plagioclasyte are: labradorite,
augite, magnetite and apatite. These will be passed in review,
giving all the characters of each which it has been possible to
detennine with the material at hand.
The LABRADORITE is by far the most important mineral of the

rock, making up as it does frequently more than ninety per
cent of the whole. As is well known it takes its name from
the peninsula of Labrador. on whose coast it was first found by
Wolff about the year 1770. It would be useless to enumerate
the various names which it has received, such as labradorstein,
kalkoligoklas, mornite, silicite, radauite, chatoyant or opaline
feldspar, etc.; but it may serve a purpose to show clearly the
varying use of the name according to the authorities who have
made a special study of the feldspars during the last few years.

It is to Tschermak that we owe the theory of an isomor
phous series comprising all the plagioclase feldspars from al-

I
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bite to anorthite. Fouque, in a detailed study especially de
voted to the optic properties of the feldspars of the volcanic
rocks, furnished much very valuable data which Michel Levy
has used in support of the theory. Fouque reached the con
clusion that a continuous, series does not exist between albite
and anorthite; on the contrary a certain number of well de
fined types exist which ar~ capable of forming physical com
binations. In other words labrador-bytownite of Michel
Levy (Ab.Anl) is not an isomorphous mixture of albite and
anorthite, but of labrador-bytownite of Fouque (AbIAn.) and
bytownite, which latter however, are not mixtures, but inde
pendent types, "forming with the other plagioclases a natural
family comparable to th~ series so well established of orgamc
chemistry." .In such series it is still true that all the characters
of the intermediate compounds are exactly determined if those
of the two extremes be fully known. Thus the theory leads to
precisely the same practical conclusions as the theory of
Tschermak, differing from the latter mainly in assigning to
certain intermediate compounds the same rank as pertain to
the extremes. It is a theory based chiefly upon the frequency
of certain types, and is very hard to attack, whether one accept
it or not. Michel Levy has shown that slight variations seem
to exist uncalled for by a strict interpretation of the theory of
Tschermak, but he reached the conclusion nevertheless, that
the best results which have been obtained showed an agree
ment quite satisfactory,and that if the theory is not mathemati
cally exact, it is as near it as any ordinary physical law. In
any case, whether one accept the theory of a contipuous series
between albite and anorthite, or, on the contrary, admit the
existence of a limited' number of types intermediate between
the two end terms, it is necessary for convenience of petro
graphic description to establish divisions in the series.

These divisions as adopted by different writers are given in
the following table, as far as they concern the minerals under
discussion. It is necessary to remark at once that if one ac
cept the theory of Tschermak the composition of all the in
termediate compounds can be very conveniently represented
by the formula, Abn Anm ; this serves in any .case as a very
simple standard of reference.
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Theoretical Composition
OX)'gen ,....---------..., Nomenclature of

ratio SiD. Al.O. CaD Na.O Sp. Tacher- SchUB- Fou- Michel
1:3:x Gr. mak* tert qnot Levyll

Ab~An. 7.2 57.4 27.1 8.9 6.62.684 Andesine Andesine Andesine And'ue
Ab,An, 6.7 55.6 28·3 10.4 5.7 2.6<)4-- LlIhrador Lab'r
AbBAn~ 6.2 53.7 29.6 II.8 4.9 2.703 Lab.-B)·t. Lb.baB.
Ab.An. 6.0 53.0 30.1 12.3 4.62.i08Labrad. Labrad. I.b.B.vt.
Ab,An. 5.651.1 31.2 13.7 3.82.716
Ab,An. 5.249.3 32 .6 15·3 2.82·728-- Bytown.
Ab,An. 4.~ 48.0 33·4 16·3 2.3 2 .735 Bytown. B)·town.

It will be seen at once that the differences of usage are
very marked. Take for example labrador-bytownite; accord
ing to Michel Levy it has the composition Ab.An.; according
to Fouque it is Ab.An., while Schu'ster and Tschermak do not
recognize it as a subspecies, but if they did would probably
consider it respectively Ab, A'nz and Ab, An•. Further, Tscher
mak and Schuster place the divisions at points whose com
position is easily expressed, such as Ab, An, and Ab, An.,
while Michel Levy, following a method which seems more
practical, prefers to give names to these points, and place the
divisions between them. Thus the labradorite of Michel
Levy is neither distinctly a labradorite, nor an andesine, but
is at the limit between them according to Tschermak. Fouque
considers Ab, An. a bytownite, since it is with this feldspar
that the attack by acids becomes easy; such a marked differ
ence should certainly receive recognition.

For the sake of brevity, the plagioclase of the composition
expressed by Aba An. will be called labradorite throughout
this article. It is therefore the same as the labrador-bytownite
of Fouque, and the basic labradorite of Michel Levy. Ac
cording to many published analyses as well as according to the
optic and crystallographic characters as determined by the
writer, it is much the commonest feldspar of the plagioclasytes

·G. Tschermak: Lehrbuch der Mineralogie: Fourth Ed., Wien.
1894. p. 473. Theory first proposed: Sitzb. K. K. Akad. Wissensch.
Wicn. Dec. 1864. Vol. L., p. 582.

tMax Schuster: Ueber die optische Orientirung der Plagioklase:
:\1 ineral. und Petrogr. Mitt. Tschermak: Second series. III, 1880, p.
153·

:j:F. Fouque: L'Etude des feldspaths des roches volcaniques: Bull.
Soc. Fr. Min. XVII, 1894.

§A. Michel Levy: Etude sur la determination des feldspaths:
Paris: 1894, p. 26-7. Idem. Deuxieme fascicule: Paris, 1896, p. 107.
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and related gabbros in Minnesota, Canada, Newfoundland,
~ew York, Finland, and Russia.

Physical Cltaracters of Labradorite. The albite twinning
is very common and shows itself megascopically as a series of
striations, usualiy very fine, on the cleavage face p(oor). An
hedra showing no twinning are decidedly rare. It is easily seen,
even without the microscope, that this twinning has its com
position plane parallel to gl (010) and its twinning axis per
pendicular ,to this plane. It has been noted that one set of
twinning lamellre is much narrower than the other; the finer
lamellre may, however, become wide enough to give distinct
images with the goniometer, and then the angle PI '(oor) 1\
(001) can be measured. The lines separating, the twinning
lamellreare generally very straight, and usually continuous, the
lamellre occasionally terminate abruptly, but oftener taper out
to a fine point. This twinning is never made up of less than
three bands. The only other twinning visible without the mi
croscope is that according to the pericline law, which may oc
casionally be seen forming very fine striations on the face
g'(ow) nearly parallel to the cleavagep(oor). Under the mi
croscope it appears that this twinning is much less highly de
veloped than the albite, and appears rather rarely crossing the
latter at varying angles depending upon the orientation of the
section. Unfortunately it does not appear in the sections
which have been made parallel to gl(OIO), nor in those perpen
dicular to ng and np so that its position cannot be exactly de
termined.

Twinning according to the Carlsbad law is decidedly rare.
It occurs, however, combined with the pericline twinning as
well as with the common albite twinning. Its composition
plane is the same as that of the albite type, (in the cases exam
ined) but its axis of rotation is the vertical crystallographic
axis. In no case is it composed of more than two individuals.
No other twinning has been found in the plagioclasyte, but in
the diabases, where all the types of twinning are beautifully
well developed, a single example of the Baveno type has been
found. A single anhedron shows four types of twinning,
namely the Carlsbad, albite, pericline and Baveno. The sec
tion shows the albite and pericline twinning at an angle of
940 0 and is therefore approximately parallel to .It I(roo); but
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it is not strictly perpendicular to the composition plane
e0(021) of the Baveno twinning. The latter plane makes an an
gle of 48° with g"(OID) and cuts diagonally across the square
crystal, cutting the other twinnings wherever it meets them. "
The extinction is not symmetrical with respect to the plane
e 0(021), being at 7° on one side and 22° on the other. (See
Plate II, Fig. I).

The hardness of the mineral is 6 to 6.5; its specific gravity
varies somewhat; the pure glass-clear fragments show only
a slight variation, between 2.696 to 2.709, but oftenest very
near 2.701. Large grains often seem lighter than 2.696; even
as light as 2.690, but in preparation for chemical a"nalysis not
a single one of the small grains floated in liquid of the gravity
2.6g6. It fuses quietly at about 4, or 40, to a glass which is
colorless and transparent. The flame coloration is the clear
red of calcium, but is not intense. With the spectroscope the
sodium line is also very distinct. The color of the mineral
has already been given, since the color of the mineral and the
color of the rock are practically identical. Before the temper
ature of Jusion is reached the cleavages open notably, which
has the effect of whitening the mineral, and also makes it easy
to, crumble it afterward in the fingers. It will be recalled that
in its pure condition it is light gray, sometimes greenish, in
mass; and when weathered it becomes dull white, varying to
greenish, or less commonly to reddish from deposited hema
tite. The beautiful iridescence common in this feldspar is ab
sent; cleavage surfaces are often bright and glassy. The
streak is colorless. When quite pure it is transparent even in
mass. In thin section it is perfectly transparent and color
less

. This triclinic feldspar never occurs in true automorphic
crystal form in the rock under discussion; it is always wholly
crystalline and massive; with coarse granitic texture, a con
choidal fracture is easily obtained, but several common cleav
ages exist. The cleavage parallel to P(ool) is much more
highly developed than the others, and usually gives bright,
lustrous surfaces. It is distinctly better than the cleavage par
allel to gl (OID), which is, nevertheless, very well developed for
this mineral. The latter cleavage produces faces which are'
usually much smaller than those parallel to p(001), and are dis-
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tinctly inferior as reflecting surfaces. The only other cleav
ages at all common are those parallel to the faces of the unit
prism, that is, m( 110) and t( 110), which with the base P(OOI)
give the fundamental fonn of the older school of French min
eralogists. These two cleavages, while occasionally giving
surfaces apparently of considerable size, on closer examina
tion are found to give faces which are broken up and irregular.
Further, these faces are dull, and only rarely can reflections
be obtained from them; when found they are always dim and
indistinct. The cleavage m(IIo) is slightly better than that
parallel to t(1I0). Only one other cleavage has been observ
ed; it is parallel to gt(ISO), and, while rare, and only giving
small surfaces, the reflections are at least as good as those
from m(lro).

Crystallographic study. The value of the cleavage angle
pg'(OOI)i\(OIO), far from being accurately known, has been
measured many times by nearly all those who have studied
the mineral, with widely varying results, which may be most
briefly expressed as follows, with a few determinations of the
anglestg'(lIo) A(olO),mtCiIo) A (110) andp/(ool)A(lIo)
added merely for reference: (see p. 226).

Labradorite possesses no crystallographic angle easier to
measure, or better adapted to accurate measurement, than this
cleavage angle pg'(ool) 1\(010). And yet the variations in the
observed value exceed 1

0

, and two original measurements in
exact accord can scarcely be found in the literature of the min
eral.

The measurements which have been made on the labra
dorite from Carlton peak were made with a reflection gonio
meter of the type now used in the labratories of mineralogy of
Paris. (Mallard goniometer.) A hand specimen of the rock
was broken into small fragments, as often as possible along
these cleavages. The same hand specimen served for all the
determinations; in optical properties no indication of any va
riation in the nature of the feldspar could be found; the chem
ical composition which corresponds very nearly to the com
position expressed by Ab.An. is discussed elsewhere. It has
been noted that the cleavage P(ool) often gives excellent large
reflecting surfaces, while the cleavage g'(OIO), while inferior
to 1(001), is distinctly superior as a reflecting surface to the
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same cleavage on the labradorite from the other localities from
which it has been possible to examine material. Over one
hU!ldred cleavage crystals were carefully examined on the
goniometer and all those showing .good" reflections wen:
measured. Of the results obtained a few were discarded as
certainly erroneous since they showed a wide variation from
any published value. The others are as follows, including a
few other angles which were measured merely incidentally as
they presented themselves: (see p. 228.)

What is the cause of the variations, which are nearly as
wide in the single series of measures, not only from the same
locality, but from the same hand specimen, as those shown by
the table of measures by various authors from widely separ
ated localities? They are certainly not due to the apparatus
used, as it has been repeatedly tested with other minerals, and
found very satisfactory; neither are they entirely due to the
inexperience of the operator, since one of the most exceptional

·Rose: Gilbert Ann. LXXIII. 1823, p. 194.
tHessel: Kastner's Archiv. X. 1827. p. 274. Ref. Schrauf: Sitzb.

Akad. Wissensch. Wien. LX. 186}.
tNordenskjold: Pogg. Ann. XIX, 1830, p. 181. Measurements

made with vVollaston goniometer.
§Reusch: Pogg. Ann. CX X, 1857, p. 96.
1!~Iarignac in Des Cloizeaux. Min. 1862, p. 303.
~Vogelsang: Archives Neerlandaises III, 1868.

• ·Schrauf: Sitzb. Akad. Wissensch. Wien. LX. 186}, p. 996.
ttvom Rath: Pogg. Ann. CXLIV. 1871. p. 219.
ttvom Rath: Ber. Akad. Berlin. XLI, 1876, p. 147.
§§Tschermak: See Dana Min. 1892, p. 326.
1II,Obermayer Zt:its. Kr. JII, 1&)3. p. 66.

';'1' Holland: Min. Magazine. London. 1889. VIII. p. 154.
• ··F. Fouque: Bull. Soc. Fr. Min. XVII. 1894, p. 343.
tttNaumann and Zirkel: Elem. Min. 1898, p. 730.
tUNaumarn and Zirkd: Elem. Minn. 1898. p. 721.

§§§Several analyses from this locality show wide variations, so that
the composition of the material measured is uncertain; I have been
unable to find any evidence that the material measured was analyzed.
However. the measure of m/(110)!\ (110) = 121° 37' is said to have
been on feldspar of the composition AMn•.

,I' I! The value is from the nlt"3surement pp'(OOI) /\ (001) = 172°.
f~':'These values are also from measurements of twinning faces.

·.··Material from this locality gave Segeth the composition Abr An.
nearly. It is remarkable that Obermayer gives only four measures: 93°
43'. 93° 44', 93° 48' and 93° so', and then concludes that the true value
IS 93° 52'! And this value, which was not once actually observed by
Obermayer, is the basis of the axial elements as given by nearly all
th~ best mincralogies of the present time.
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pg' mt tg ' pi pgf pp'
No. Sp. Gr. (001),\(010) (110) A(110) (110) A(010) (001) A(110) (001) A(1SOl1OO1)" (001)

2·700 94° 24'

2 2.6W 94° 33'

3 :z.6W 94° 25'

4 2·701 94° 19' 171° 24'

5 2·701 94° IS'

6 2.6gg 94° 7' 171° 45'

7 2·701 94° 29' 171° 2'

8 2·701 . 94° 27' 120c 49'

9 2·701 94° 29' 120° 47'

10 2·700 94° 28'
II 2.6gg 94° 13' 171° 33'
12 2·702 94° 20' 171 ° 20'

13 2·701 94° 8'

14 2·703 94° 30'

15 2.6gg 93° 56'
16 2·697 93° 40' ...'> ...

17 2·700 94° 6' 114° 22'

18 2·703 93° 54'
19 2·700 94° 14' 114° 17'

20 2·703 94° 10' 121°23'

21 2·702 94° II'

22 2·700 94° 10' 121° 23'

23 2·700 94° 21' 121° 24'

24 2·701 94° 19'

25 2·700 94° 5' 121 0 24'

26 .2·700 94° 40'

27 2·697 94° 25'

28 2·700 121 ° 13' 120° 48'
29 2·700 120° 54'

30 2·700 121° 23' II4° 9'

31 2.6W 102° 6'

32 2·700 121" 3'

Average .. 94° 16' 121° IS' 120° 48' 114° 16' 102° 6' 171° 25'
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measures (No. 14), was kindly verified by Prof. A. Lacroix,
who found 94° 31'. The cause of the variations must be
sought in the mineral itself; an attentative examination shows
that while the face p(OOI) is usually perfectly plane in the feld
spar from Carlton peak, the face g'(OIO) is sometimes slightly
irregular, being composed of two (or, less commonly, even
more) of the planes such as are often called "vicina1." It is
further to be noted that these planes vary more or less in the
angle which they make with p(ool); in extreme cases this va
riation amounts even to one degree. Further, these planes,
while sometimes about equal in size and lustre, are more com
monly unequal, but either one may be the larger and brighter,
and either one may even entirely obliterate the other, without
that fact having any visible influence upon its ?wn position.
Thus we find crystals showing a single image from the face
g'(olO) and giving an angle as high at 94° 40', and others show
ing also a single image from g'(OIO), and giving an angle as
low as 93° 40', though both are quite exceptional. This prob
ably explains also the wide variations in the measures obtained
by other observers.

It may be at once suggested that the same cause.has opera
ted to produce the remarkable average, i. e. that the "vicinal"
plc:ne forming the larger angle with p (001) being acCidentally
more common than the other, the average is therefore consid
erably too high. But is this the case? As physical laws are
so often not mathematically exact, it is conceivable that it
should occur in rare cases, but it is contrary to reason to sup
pose that it could become the general rule in a hundred cases.
Furthermore, if such a false plane could supplant the true
cleavage plane in many cases, it could hardly at the same time
affect the twinning plane which in the nature of the case,
would remain parallel to the true plane. Now the albite twin
ning as noted elsewhere, occasionally furnishes wide lamellre
by meansofwhichthe anglepP'(ool) 1\(001) can be measured
with considerable precision. It is evident that the angle
pg l (001) 1\ (010) can be very readily calculated from the angle
PP'( 001) 1\ (001). Indeed one-half of the latter angle is equal to
the supplement of the former. The average value obtained
for "'(001):\(001) was 171° 25'; the supplement of the half
of this equals 94° 170', which agrees very closely with the

•
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average observed value Ofpgl (00 I) 1\ (010) The comparison
can even be carried to the individual cases: pg' (001) 1\ (010 )
calculated frompp'(ooI) 1\ (001) with crystal number four
equals 94 0 18', while the observed value is 940 19';
the calculated value with number six is 940 ~',

while the observed value is 94° 7'; for number seven and num
ber twelve the calculated and observed values are identical;
for number eleven the observed value is 94° 13', while the cal
culated value is only half a minute larger.

Therefore it seems evident that the real value of the an
glepg'(ool) 1\ (010) is actually variable. because the position of
the plane g'(OlO) is variable; and that its real average value
in the locality studied is near 94° 16'. We now have the ex
planation of the so called "vicinal" planes; they an:, in the
case in hand, representatives of the planeg1(01O) in its varia
ble positions. It being once admitted that the position of the
planeg'(olO) really varies, it is evident that the only way to ob
tain a representative value is to take the average of a large
number of determinations.

The importance of this crystallographic measure lies in its
bearing upon the theory of the continuity' of the plagioclase
feldspars as isomorphous mixtures of albite and anorthite.
For, according to this theory, all the other triclinic feldspars
must be strictly intermediate in all their characters, chemical,
physical, and optical, between these two end compounds. Now
the angle pg"'(ool) 1\ (010) in albite is 93° 36', while in anorthite
it is 94° 10'. These values are well established and at the
present time are called in question by no one. If a labradorite
occurs with the angle pg'(ooI) 1\ (010) greater than 94° 10' it is
conclusive evidence of the inaccuracy of the theory. Of
course, that a few exceptional measures of the angle should
exceed 94° 10' could easily be explained as due to uneven sur
faces on g'(OIO), but that a series of twenty-five measures on
carefully selected material should give an average over 94° 10'
is not so easily explained.

A comparative crystallographic study of labradorite from
various other localities confirms very clearly the conclusion
that the position of the face g'(OIO) is variable, and it shows
further that the variation is undoubtedly due to very slight
variations in the chemical composition.
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Thus labradorite from Kamenoi Brod, Russia, possesses
an unusually easy cleavage parallel to g'(01O), but both cleav
ages are rather uneven; the images are nearly as good as
those from the Minnesota feldspar. The Russian locality fur
nished the following series of measures:pg'«X)l) 1\ (010)=93°
5i,94° i, 93° 49',93°58',94 "7',94° 2',94" 5', 93" 56', 94°
15',94"0',93°44',94° 0',94"0',93°40',94°8',93° 55'.
93" 50 I, 93 Q 56 ',93" 50', 94 Q 14',93" 45' or an average of
93" 58' with variations between 93° 35' and 94° 15'· The
extinction angle onp(ool) varies from 60° to 11°, averaging
nearly 9°; on g'(OIO) the extinction varies between 20° and
24" with an average about 210 0; the specific gravity is
2.6g7-2.7°°; the composition must therefore be very near
AbT An., and the only analysis known from this locality gave
very nearly that composi tion.

Another specimen of labradorite from Kamenoi Brod (near
Kiew), Russia, gave images, bright, but often "blurred. About
fifty crystals were examined from this locality and the follow
ing measures taken:pg'(ool) A(olO)=.94" 12', 93" 37', 93"
52 ',93° 57 ',93" 40', 94Q 14,93" 57,93" 47', 93" 52',93° 50'.
93" 53',93" 14',93" 36; 93" 55, 94Q 9', 94" 10, 94° 13', 93"
54 I, 93 Q 57',93° 48 ',93" 51 " 94° 4 I, 93" 42 ',93" 55 " that is
an average of 93° 56', with variations between 93" 36' and
94° 14'. The extinction angle on p(OOl) varies from 21° to
24° with the average about 23°; on g'(olo) it varies. from
6° to 9°, averaging about 70 0; the specific gravity varies be-

tween 2.6g6 and the composition is therefore again very near
AbTAn•.

Labradorite from the classic locality on the east coast of
Labrador occassionally gave good images; the measures re
suit: pg'(OOl) 1\(010) -= 93° 59',93° 52',94° 14' ,93° 45',93° 44',
94"4',93"39',93°59',93° 58',93° 42', 93° 45', 93° 59', 93°45 "
94° 13', 94° 0', which furnish an average of 93° 540'. The
extinction angle on P(OOI) varies from 22° to 25°, but averages
very nearly 23°; on g'(olO) it runs from 6° to 10° averaging
about 70 0; the specific gravity varies from 2.6g6 to 2.6gB.
The composition is again very near Ab,An. perhaps slightly
more acid than the preceding.

Finally a single cleavage crystalt from Poulkouka valley,

·This angle very rarely is about 2°; also about 12°.

tOther crystals from the same locality were more acid.
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Russia, (near St. Petersburg), gave the following measures:
pgl (oen) 1\ (010) = 94'119 " 94 Q i ',94" 16 " 94'14 " averaging 94'1
12 '. This crystal has a specific gravity of 2.701; and the ex
tinction on g'(olO) is 25°, and onp(oOl) it is 9~0 to 11°. The
composition is evidently near Ab.An•.

Persistant attempts were made to obtain similar measures
on material from several other localities, namely, Etna, Italy;
Ojamo, Finland; lake Champlain, New York,and Wilmington.
Delaware, but the images from cleavage faces were too con
fused to permit any reliable measures. though the values ob
tained only confirmed the general conclusion that a remarka
ble increase in the angle pg'(oOl)I\(olO) occurs as labradorite
becomes more basic. It is especially regretted that no good
measures could be obtained with the labradorite from Etna,
since that was the only material of volcanic origin examined,
but the images were especially bad, being always faint and
blurred, or multiple. The material from Ojamo, Finland, gave
images from p(OOl) which, though bright. formed a continu
ous series of images of equal brightness extending over sev
eral degrees. Such measures as could be obtained were fre
quently goO to glO, showing that the cleavage P(ool), instead
of following the zigzag of the albite twinning, cut irregularly
across it.

The exact chemical composition of the material serving for
previous goniometric measurements is only known in a few
cases, but the double determinations of this sort, indicate in
general a rapid increase of the angle pi(ool)l\(olO) as the
feldspar becomes more basic, and an increase beyond the value
for anorthite for feldspars between Ab,An. and Ab,An.. Ar
ranging in order of basicity, the following table results:

It is unfortunate that so few of those, who have made care
ful determinations of the value of angle pg'(ool)I\(OIO), have
made any chemical analysis of the. material used. The few
analyses it has been possible to find are far from satisfactory;
thus, it will be seen at ollce that the high per cent of potassium
in the first analysis has distinctly decreased the specific grav
ity, and probably is the cause of the low silica; the calcium
oxide is the most characteristic number. The specific gravity
of the second seems distinctly too high; the value of the c1eav-
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Sum = 100.53

Ab.An~ :\. N. Winchell Minnesota 94°16 ' 2.701 rJ3.38 29.70 11.90 4.30 0.46 Fe.O.= .21

~ H.O = .37

~
Sum c 100.42

~
Ab.AD. Scharizer .JaD Mayan 94° 2.70352.68 29.45 ]2.183.88 0.58 Fe.O.= .28

11.0 ~ .35

l Sum ~. 100.00

~ Ab.AD. VomRath Hafnofiord,Icel'd. 95°15' 2.72954.23 29.64 12.01 4.41 trace MgO .11

] 95025 ' H.O .. .07
Sum = 100.40,

AbIAD. Holland Mull. Hebri,les 9.'3"38 ' 2.720 f"JO.80 31.54 12.83 3.96 trace Hellt .52
Sum - 99.65
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age angle found by Fouque is only a trifle too high to take its
place in the regular increasing series; the alkalies of his analy
sis indicate AbtAnt, but the alumina, silica, and specific gravity
:ill point toward AbTAn.; on the other hand the determination
of Scharizer* is a decided exception to the general rule. Vom
Rath's third analysis is also unsatisfactory; the calcium and
sodium correspond very, closely with Ab.An.,but the gravity i50
much too high. Finally, Holland's calcium determination is
too low to correspond with the rest of the analysis.

It may be worth while to note that the little evidence we
have would indicate that Nordenskjold's feldspar would take
its place near Ab,Ant in the series, and Abicht and Ricciardi.:t:
have published analyses indicating that Marignac-Des Cloi
zeaux's material was quite possibly Ab,An,. The only analy
sis known of the feldspar from near Kiew gave a result very
near AbTAn., so that Obermayer's values between 93° 43' and
93° 52' would take a natural place in the series. The four
values from the coast of Labrador would also fall nearly in
their regular places, since many analyses show that the feld
spar in that locality is usually very near Ab,An" and may even
be slightly more acid, while it is rarely found more basic than
Ab,An.. It is therefore evident that the value of the angle
pgt(OOl)/\(OIO) in the feldspar Ab,Anl is very near 93° 30'. The
values found for the various plagioclases can probably be ar
ranged as follows:

Authority Locality Value Composition

G. RoB6 Labra.dor Q31l3O ' Ab,An.
ReuBch Labrador 93°40 •

Schrauf Labrador 93°3() ,

Marignac-Des Cloizeaux Etna 9:1°20 '
Nordenskjold Ojamo Q.'J°28 '
Vom Rath YiBgerad 93°10 •

Vom Ratb Visgerad Q3°40·

Vom Ratb Visgerad Q3D 43 •

Vom Rath. Visgerad 93°45 '

Average g3"32' Abl,An)

*His measure may be simply an approximation. as he does not
liay how it was made; it is. iftdeed, given rather incidentally.

tAbich: Pogg. Ann. 1840. L. p. 347.
tRicciardi: Gazz. Chim. Ital. 188[, p. IJ/!.
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VogE'lsand
Oberrnayer
A. N. Winchell
A. N. Winchell
A. N. Winchell
Vom Rath
FOUqU6

A. N. Winchell~

Scharizer
Vom Rath
\'om Rath

Holland

Labrador
Kiew
Labrador
Kiew
Karnenoi Brod
Tannenbergsthnl
Pieo

Ave!'age

Carlton Peak

Jan Mayt'n
Hllfnofiord
Hafnoliord

Averllget
Mull, Hebrides

93"50 '
93"52'
93"54 '
93°56 '
{I.~o;)8 ,

94° 9'
94"21 '

93"59'

94"16'

9lQ

95°15'
95°25 '

Ab,An.

These results may be represented graphically in connection
\\"ith the values ordinarily accepted for the other feldspars, as
follows:

I. Albite hr' (oOl)A(OIo) = 93°'36', determined by Marignac and
Des Cloizeaux on material from S1. Gotthard, and generally accepted,
though Tschermak seems inclined to prefer a smaller angle, as low
as 93° 10' (see Tschermak: ~.fin. 1894. p. 472, but d. p. 466).

2. Oligocl.1se, pg l(o()I)A(OIO) 93° 28', determined by vom Rath
on feldspar from Vesuvius of composition nearly Ab.An.. but analysis
somewhat discordant; 'this is accepted by all the best mineralogies of
the present time, though they also accept Tschermak's theory with
which it is clearly discordant.

3. Andesine, pg' (001")1\(010) = 93° 46', determined by vom Rath
on crystals from Sardinia containing 60.2% SiO, and showing certain
optic properties characteristic of andesine. Universally accepted.

4. Labradorite, pg '(OOI)1\(OIO) = 93° 32'; average of nine de
terminations which have been made hitherto on material which was
probably of the composition Ab,An,. (See above.)

5, Labradorite, pgl (001 )A(OIo) = 93° 52', accepted as correct
by Obermayer after four mea~urements resulting: 93° 40', 93° 44', ;}3'
48', and 93° 50', on material unanalyzed, but probably near Ab,An.;
accepted by most authorities at present.

6. Labradorite, h:' (001)1\(010) = 93° 59', average of seven de
terminations which have been made on material of the composition
Ab,An" nearly. (See above.)

*One might add to this: A. N, Winchell, Poulkouka pg l(OOl)!I(OIO)
=Q4° 12'.

tWithout the value of Schari:i:er the average would be 95"20'
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7. Labradorite, pgl(ool)'\(OIO) = 94° 16', as determined by the
writer on feldspar from Carlton peak, Minnesota, of the composition
Ab.An., nearly. (See above.)

8. Labradorite,. pgl(ool)I\(OIO) = 94° 53', average of the three
determinations which have been made hi therto on material of the
composition An. An., nearly. (See above.)

9. Labradorite, pgl (001)1\ (010) = 93° 38', determined by Hol
land on material from Hull. one of the Hebrides islands. of the com
position AbIAtI,. nearly. (See above.)

10. Anorthite pgl (001)1\ (010) = 94° IO', determined by Marig
nac and Des CIoizeaux on crystals from Vesuvius; chemical compo~i

tion not given; result confirmed by Koksharow an::! universally ac
cepted.

Since no measmes have been made hitherto (so far as
known to the writer) on the feldspar Ab,An., it may he of in
terest to present the result of various angles and axial elements
calculated on the basis: pg'(ool) 1\(010)=94° 16', tg'(IIO) 1\

(010)=120° 48'; mt\llo) 1\(110)=121° IS'; and pt (001)/\
(IIO)=II4° 16':

a : b : c = .6.'3.'314 1.: (.i"+)
a =yz 0 93"20~~' A =- X = 9l016'
fi = zx .~ 115°48' B - Y -..~ 115°52'
Y = xy = 00"30' C = Z = 91°51'

glm(OlO, 1\ (110) ~ 117°59' m)i I (l10) 1\ (1001 = 153°52'
gl)i I (010) 1\ (100) = 91°51' t)i I (110) 1\(100) = 151°::1'
.1,"'g[!OlOII\ (150) = 160°41' ph I (001) 1\ (100) = 115°:i2'
mt(llO)I\(llO) = 121°13' pm(OOl) 1\ «(10) = 111".'31'

pg;(OOl) 1\(150) ~~ 94°12'

p'.~(OOl)1\ (150) -~ 102"19' (measured = 102°6 ')
PI>' (001).t. (001) = 171°28' (measured = 171°25 ')

Optic properties of labradorite. The refracti.'e indiCt's
were determined by the method of total reflection with a Ber
trand apparatus. :\1uch to the regret of the writer, it must be
admitted that the limit of error is as high as .'::02, on account
of defective apparatus. The results follow:

direct measure = .0046
= .0036

1.57°5
1.5660
1.5626
.0045
.0034

·°°79
11m + II p

llg =
11m =
lip =

Ilg-lIm =
lIm-lIp =
Ilg-1Ip

111( +
N =

3
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Fouque has made very accurate measurements of the re
fractive indices of a few speciments of "labrador-bytownite"
from the volcanic rocks. His results are:

Composition
r-- -'-- __.

SiO. AI.O. (JaO Na.O K.O Sp. Gr. Locality nil nm "p

:'3.3 30.1 11.4 5.1 .1 2.708 Vellas,* lie St. Jorge 1.5677 1.5628 1.559"i
5:JA 29.4 12.5 4.8 .~ 2.710 Capollo, Fayal 1.5689 1.5639 1.5611
54.5 29.8 11.4 4.5 .3 2.698 Besseyre, Btl' Loire 1.5637 1.561"i
f>3.7 29.6 11.8 4.9 2.70.1 Theoretical composition of Ab.An •.

;~1.38 29.70 11.90 4:30 .56 2.701 Carlton Peak, Minnt 1.5705 1.5660 1.5626

It will be noted that the indices of the American labradorite
llre slightly higher than those determined by Fouque.

Birefringence. The measured indices of refraction indicate
at once the birefringence, but results much more accurate are
readily obtained by the direct measure of the birefringence.
This was accomplished by means of two sections perpendicu
lar to ng and IIp. The apparatus used was the "comparateur"
of Michel Levy, and it is believed that the limit of error does
not exceed .0002; the results obtained were

Direct measure
l1 g - 11m = .0046
11 m - lip -= .0036
n g - l1p == .0082

Measure of the indices
.0045
.0034
.0089

nm - np ng- np
.0030
.0028 .0078
.0031 .0080

.0050

.0049

Composition ng - nm
Ab.An.
Ab.An•
Ab,An.

Fouque made 110 direct measures of the birefringence of
the feldspars, but the following values are derived from his
measures of the indices of refraction by the method of the
prism:

Locality
Besseyre, Haute Loire
Capello, Fayal ...........••••.
Ite St. Jorge, Azores .........•

Carlton peak, Minn. . . .00,36 .0082

It will be seen that the difference between the partial bire,
fringences is much less (.ooro instead of .0018 and .(022) in
the case of the Carlton peak labradorite; this corresponds with
the larger optic axial angle in the latter. Further the maxi-

,
*Contains also traces of Fe,O., and .1 of MgO.
tContains also traces of MgO, and. 21 of Fe,O•.
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mum birefringence is greater in the Minnesota feldspar, but
the difference is only slight.

The mineral is positive, since (lIg-lIm) is greater than (IlO1
np).

A11gl.e of the optic axes. The value of the true angle of the
optic axes calculated by the aid of the formula:

tan 2 V =

Lithium
92'24'
9W 4:J ,

gives the following results: zVa=8z· 0'.

The direct measure of the optic angle was made from two
sections perpendicular re!lpectively to'ng and IIp with the con
ventional apparatus, rhe sections were immersed first in es
sence of cinnamon with an index for sodium light of' 1.689 and
then in distilled water. , While this method gives the best re
sults at present known, it is not possible to avoid a maximum
possible error of about 20', and, with only ordinary precau
tions, this may easily rise to 30' or 40'. Monochromatic light
was used: sodium for yellow, lithum for red, and thallium for
green. It was found that the measured value of the optic an
gie varies in different parts of a single crystal, since successive
measures in the same spot showed variations not exceeding
ten minutes, while measures in different parts of a single crys
tal varied as much as 30' or 40' (in measuring the obtuse angle
even rising sometimes to one degree). Since the crystals show
no sign of a zonal structure, ,nor any variation in extinction
under the microscope, it is probable that the variations a-re due
either to the existence of thin twinning lamellre, or to defects
in the preparation or adjusting of the section.* Therefore in
order to .obtain comparable values fer the different colors, the
optic angle was measured on the same spot wit~l thallium, lith
ium, and sodium successively, The results may be tabulated
as follows:

Thallium Sodium
2 H II = 81'36' 82'0'
2 H o = 9!10' 94"0'

Wh f .in HR
ence rom the formula: tan V l\ = '.ill Ho

2 Va = 8329' 83'47' 84"9'

*~fallard has shown (see Traite de Crystallographie II. p. 431) that
if the section varies 2° from the plane perpendicular to the bisectrix.
it will cause an error of 40' in the value of 2E in the case of pyroxene.
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The measures in distilled water resulted as follows:
2 Aqa = 104°4' 104°22' 104°36'
2 Aqo = 124°16' 124°0' 122'40'

Whence, from the same formula:
2 Va = 83'27' 83'38' 84"5'

104'40'

12'2'20'

81"41' 82'16' 82°25'

94"5' 93'43' 9.1'31 '

94"15' 94'45' 93°56'

104'20' HW31 ,
104"4'*

2 H a

2 H o

2 Aqll
104'23'

~
1~1°5!'

2 Aqo 12416' *
124°26' 1~1'0'

It may be t,lOticed that the results accepted above are not
always the average of the extremes; this is due to the fact that
when a single part of the section gave a re'sult notably different
from those obtained from the other parts of the same crystal,
that result was considered abnormal, and was not considered
in finding the average, though it is given in the variations.

If now we examine the results obtained previously we find
that they are not numerous; indeed it has been possible to find
only the following:

The angles in distilled water, being larger, were more dif
ficult to measure exactly, and are therefore less exact than
those in the oil.

The following extreme variations were observed :
Thallium Sodium Lithium

~ 81'28' 81°48' 82'19'

~
~

,\IJX. ('omp. !Sp.Or. Localitr

:\ b"An. :~ .698 Bl'BBeyre, lIte. Loire
Ah"An. :l.70S Ill' St. Jorge. AzoreR
AU'IAn. 5.710 Capello, Fayal
Ab",\n. 2.705 Capello. Fayal

A.uthority
Fouque
Fouque
Fouque
Fouque

Average

2Va
7Wl6"
76'16'
77'0'
79'40'
77'16--;-

Chemical Composition.
,-------"--------
SiD. AI.O. CaD Ns.O K.O
54.5 29.8 11.4 4.5 .3
53.3 30.1 11.4 5.1 .1
5.1.4 29.4 12.5 4.8 .~

54.2 30.3 11.8 3.9 .:l

The angle (83 0 47') found in the labradorite from Carlton
peak is therefore more than four degrees greater than any
found by Fouque, and is 6° 3I' greater than the average of his

*Only one measure maul'.
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measures. This extraordinary difference can not be explained
on the ground of difference in chemical composition since the
Minnesota plagioclase is not appreciably more basic than
those studied by Fouque." Since his measures were all made
on feldspars from the volcanic rocks, it seems probable that
the optic angle is distinctly greater in labradorite of the deep
seated rocks than in the corresponding labradorite of the vol
canic rocks, It will at least be interesting to examine this
question further as the measures of the optic ~ngle 'on ma
terhl of known composition increase in number. It is well
known that for orthoclase t the angle of the optic axes is gener
ally very small in the mineral derived from the volcanic rocks.
and that it may be, on the contrary, quite large in orthoclase of
the granitic rocks.

Dispers101I. The values of the optic angles for the different
colo"rs determine at once that p > v about IIg the acute bi
sectrix, and p< v about lip.

- - - -~ ~--- ~~--~--

*1'he following measures on the labradorite Ab.An. and on material
of composition not exactly known, have been made:

Compo Sp. Cir. Localit)· Author. 2Va 2Ha 20

Ab.An.I~) 2.G94 Chl'lll\\'uri Fouque 71'0'

do 2.6.l)6 Picn (Azores) Fouque 77't)'
do 2.695 81. Lucia, Pico Fouque 77'36'
do 2.698 Lavliofl720,Pic. Fouque 77'3!j'

do I?) 2.700 Peak of Pico Fouqu{ 78'34'
do (?) 2.688 Rochesau \'1' Fouque 80"40'

82'25'
Ab 3 An f {?) Labrador DesCloizeaux 82 6' 89'10'
AbAn (?) Djupi\'ogur,

Iceland DesCloizeaux 81 '44' !l80 15'
Ab,An.(?) Ojamo, RU88ia DesCloizeaux BO c 41' 87'5'

do do do 79"12' 85'2U'
do do do 7834' 84'43'

AbjAn. Ojamo, Russia Schuster 79'24' 82'36'
do do do 78'16' 81'24 '

It should be noted that the measures of Dcs Cloizeaux were made
'l.n red light and are therefore not exactly comparable with the others
which were made in yellow light. However the difference could
scarcely excl'cd 30" Fouque's material was all from volcanic rocks,
with the possible exception of that from Rochesauve; the others were
all from deep-seated rocks, with the possible exception of that from
Iceland. These measures tend to confirm the' view that the optic
angle in labradorite of the deep-seated rocks is notably greater than in
the corresponding labradorite of the volcanic rocks.

tSee Lacroix: ~J ineralogie de la France, I I. p. 68.
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The interference figure in convergent light plainly shows
the same fact, since blue is found on the concave side of the
hyperbolas in sections perpendicular to ng ,and on the convex
side in sections perpendicular to np. Further, the examination
of the interference figures shows that, besides this dispersion
of the optic axes, there is a weak dispersion of the bisectrices.
For, when the black cross is formed, blue is found on one side
of the bar in one optic axis, and on the other side of the bar in
the other optic axis. This is evidence of crossed dispersion of
the bisectrices. Further, one optic axis is strictly circular,
while the other is slightly elliptical; therefore we have slight
inclined dispersion. Neither kind of dispersion of the bisec
trices is strong enough to produce any marked effect on the
colored rings which are nearly uniform in tint on all sides.

The position of the optic elements has been the o.bject of
considerable work by several writers, but owing often to the
absence of reliable analyses of the material studied, the results
obtained are discordant, and in general ullSatisfactory. Fou
que, indeed, has obtained reliable results, but his studies were
conl1ncd to the volcanic rocks, with a. single exception. That
one exception gave him results differing notably from his
other values. The position of the optic elements is determined
by measurements of the extinction angles in sections of defi
nite orientation.. These sections are usually, and preferably,
those perpendicular to the two bisect rices, and those parallel
to the two good cleavages, p (001), and gl (010).

A1Igies of extinctioll parallel to tile easy deo'lla.qe. The
angles of extinction in the faces p(OOI) andg'(olO) are of much
importance from the point of view of the determination of the
feldspars.

In the case 6f the plagioclasyte from Carlton peak, sections
and cleavage fragments parallel .to g'(01O) give extinction an
gles varying from-23° to-27°, but the commonest angle is
very near-26°. Sections and cleavage pieces parallel to
p(OOI) also show variations, in this case, between-lO° and
IS° but usually very near-12°.

These values are entirely comparable to those obtained by
Fouque, which are given on the following page.

Angles of extinction perpendicular to the bisectrices. Fou
que has shown the importance of the value of the angles of
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ex'tinction in sections perpendicular to each one of the bisec
trices. His numbers are indeed entirely characteristic for any
given feldspar, and constitute therefore an important diagnos
tic. In the case of the Carlton feldspar they are all the more
important since all the plagioc1ases studied by Fouque were
derived from volcanic rocks, and therefore differ in origin
from the one here studied.

Two sections of the labradorite from Carlton peak perpen
dicular to ng and np were prepared M'. Ivan Werlein. Per
pendicular to np the extinction is at an angle f)f 57° to 57° 30',
but the bisectrix is not absolutely centered, and the measure is
therefore slightly inaccurate. On the contrary, the bisectrix
ng is very well centered, and the extinction angle is 37° to 37"
3°"

A comparison with the results of Fouque can be tabu
lated as follows:

Ab.An-l" ... 2.701 Carlton Peak, Minn.

Ah.An. Theoretical angles deduced from the
diagrams of Michel Levy.

.\b• .-\n•.... ,. 2.698 Besse~'re, Hte. Loire
Ab.An.. ... .. 2.710 Capello, Fayal
.\b,An....... 2.709 lie St. Jorge, Azores
.\ b.An. . . . . . . 2.705 Capello, Fayal

300 58

angle
perpendicular tu

ng n"
31' 59' .
32° 58
33° 59
35' 58'

21"-22° 8°
26°_28 0 12'·13'

26' 12'

24" g'

Extinction
parallel to

gl (010) p(OOI)
LocalityComposition· Sp. Gr.

The extinction angles parallel to g'(01O) and p(OOI) are
therefore entirely comparable to the higher values found by
Fouque. The extinctiont perpendicular to Tnp is slightly
different, but it is not strictly accurate; the extinction perpen
dicular to Sllg is distinctly higher than the values obtained
from the volcanic rocks. Can this be due again to a difference

*For exact composition see page 238; the composition of the Min
nesota labradorite will be given later.

tF. Fouque: Bull. Soc. Min. France. vol. XVII. IB94- M. Fouque
designates by Sand T the sections respectively perpendicular to the
acute and to the obtuse bisectrix, and these letters are followed by
nil or np, according as the bisectrix is positive or negative. Snlf
therefore means the section perpendicular to the acute bisectrix,
which is positive.
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in the characters of labradorite in the two classes of rocks:
Or is it due simply to a greater basicity in the particular frag
ment serving for the measure? Several other examinations of
the labradorites of the deep-seated rocks can alone decide the
question.

The comparison with the theoretical angles established by
Michel Levy for the labradorite AlFAn. leads to the same re
sults ;the angle of extinction in Sllg is remarkably larger in
the Minnesota plagio(!lase than the theoretical ,value.

Angles between planes pcrpmdicular to bisectrias ami
deaz'age' !tlCf's. It is only rarely possible to determine the
position of the optic elements by direct goniometric measure
ments of the angles between an artificial plane perpendicular
to one of the bisectrices, and some of the natural planes of the
mineral. In those cases when the natural faces are not wholly
destroyed in the making o'f the artificial plane, the section is
usually so thin that very little accuracy can be expected. The
Minnesota feldspar has afforded only the merest approxima·
tions. The plane Sng, makes an angle of about 47° with
p(OOl); while the surface Tnp makes an angle of about 66° with
P(OOl), and about 69° with g'(OIO). No similar measurements
have been made to the k~lOwledge of the writer except those
by Descloizeaux, and Fouque, which, however, are mutually
complementary. Omitting those not accompanied by analy
ses, they can be presented as follows:

Angle between :\ ngle between
Bllg or Tng Tllp or S"j)

Rnd and

Name Approximate ]1(001) ]1(001) g'(OlO) p(OOI) g'(OlO)
Composition DesCl Fouque Fouque Fouque Fouque

Albite AblAn o 78'-81' 78' 80" 70
Oligo.-A Ibite Ab,.An, 8.'30
Oligo.-Albite Ab.An, 86'30' 87"
Oligoclalle AL,An, 78"
Oligo.-Andesine .\b3 An, 72" .4
Andes.-Oligo. Ab.An. li8 li8
Andesine Ab.An, G2
Labral]ori te Ab,An l 56' 53 31 79 -84' 74
I,abradori te Ab 3 An. 49 30' 7l' G.')'

Anorthite Ab,An .. 3,'") f>O 58' 53'
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Maximum angle of eXhnctum in tlu zone of symmetry per
pendicular to g' (010). The mineral is so coarse that an in
definite number of thin sections would be necessary to deter
mine accurately the maximum equal extinction in the zone
perpendicular to g' (010), but it is certainly not essentially dif
ferent from that found in the labradorite of the di~bases

(namely 38°).
To summarize the results of the study of the optic proper

ties of labradorite, we have found that the indices of refringence
are higher than those determined by Fouque on plagioclase of
the same chemical composition from the volcanic rocks. The
maximum birefringence likewise is greater, but these two dif
ferences are wholly negligible when compared with the dif
ference in the values of the optic angle. The value found in
the Minnesota type seems to indicate that the optic angle is
distinctly greater in deep-seated than in volcanic rocks. But
more measures are needed to establish this beyond question.
The same is true of the greater extinction angle.observed per
pendicular to lIg; the other extinction angles present no
marked differences.

(To be continued.)

NOTES ON THE FAUNA OF THE BURLINGTON
LIMESTONE AT LOUISIANA, MO.

By R. R. ROWLEY, Louisiana, Mo.

BlastoidCtl.

Perhaps no other known Burlington locality is so prolific
in and yields such a varied fauna of blastoids as Louisiana.
There are twenty valid species and a number of well marked
varieties.

The commonest species and one of greatest range is Crypt
oblastus melo which is found sparingly from the very bottom
of the 1st., through the 2nd., 3rd. and 4th. to the very top of
the 5th division of the Lower Burlington. being plentiful only
near the top of the 4th. division, where in a narrow band, it is
often abundant. The best specimens come from the white
limy cherts and the beauty and perfection of many of these are
beyond description and can Be appreciated only by being seen.




